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The tangent cohomology of commutative coalgebras is applied to questions concerning ex- 
tensions of coalgebra maps, the integrability of (infinitesimal) formal curves, actions of Hopf 
algebras on coalgebras and (formal) deformations of algebraic systems such as representations 
of an algebra or (formal) deformations of algebra structures on a vector space. The connection 
between the tangent cohomology and these deformations is realized via the classifying coalgebras 
of the algebraic systems. The more geometric aspects of coalgebras (formal schemes) are reflected 
in the results. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to apply the cohomology theory of commutative co- 
algebras developed in [5] to questions concerning the extendability of coalgebra 
maps, the integrability of (infinitesimal) formal curves, actions of Hopf algebras on 
coalgebras and (formal) deformations of algebraic structures in the sense of [l, 2, 
lo]. Deformations of representations of algebras and of algebra structures on a 
vector space V are viewed as formal curves in a classifying coalgebra C, which 
together with the generic ‘family parametrized by C’ forms a ‘versa1 deformation’ 
similar to those in [lo]. The obstructions to deformations of an algebra are con- 
tained in the low-dimensional cohomology of the classifying coalgebra, which is 
intimately related to the cohomology of the algebra itself. 
The applications mainly involve the low dimensional cohomology of a coalgebra 
map @ : D-C. The groups H’(A; D) and H’(A; @) are shown to be isomorphic to 
the module of isomorphism classes of extensions of D and @, respectively, by the 
D-comodule A. They are also the recipients of the obstructions to the extension of 
coalgebra maps, and their vanishing characterizes smoothness (3.1-3.6, 4.4-4.7). 
The obstructions to the integrability (extendability) of infinitesimal formal curves 
(infinitesimal deformations of a point) in C can be interpreted in terms of the Lie 
algebra structure on the cohomology H*(k; C) of C with trivial coefficients, sug- 
gesting a relationship to Massey brackets (3.7-3.8). 
If @ is a monomorphism then H’( ; @), through the Jacobi-Zariski exact se- 
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quence, gives a useful measure to compare tangent spaces (tangent bundles) of 
source and target of $J (2.6, 4.6-4.8). This applies in particular to the injection 
K : Hxc,C of the orbit of a rational point x in the case of a smooth action of a Hopf 
algebra H on the coalgebra C (4.6-4.12). The exact sequence 
J’,(W - p,(C) - H’(k;/c) 
measures the gap between the tangent space C and that of the orbit Hx at x. More- 
over, the restriction-obstruction exact sequences of pointed sets 
H’(~;K) )----t DefE,(x) z Defy(x) 
obs, 
- H’(k; C) 
for f>O, where DefF(x) is the set of equivalence classes of formal curves of order 
1 at x in C, provide a measure for integrability. 
If V is a vector space then the Hopf algebra AUT VG Hom(k[x, x- ‘1, End V) 
acts (smoothly) on the coalgebra C= Horn (A, End V) of linear representations of 
the algebra A on V (5.3) as well as on the coalgebra C= Alg V of algebra structures 
on T/(5.5, 5.7). In all these examples, the coalgebra C classifies coflat deformations 
i.e. C together with the generic coflat C-family E forms a ‘versa1 deformation’ in 
that each coflat D-family F is of the form Fz ly "E for some classifying coalgebra 
map v/ : D-+C. In particular, the connected component Cr of a point < : k--+C 
classifies the coflat deformations of the corresponding algebraic structure Et on V. 
Formal deformations of Er correspond to formal curves in Cc. If K : AUT ( ?‘)Q-+ C 
is the orbit of a point Q : k+C, i.e. of a representation of A in Vor of an algebra 
structure on I/ as the case may be, then the cohomology modules H’(k;K), 
H’(k; C) and the exact sequences above are interpreted in the cohomology theory 
of the respective algebraic structure (A-modules or algebras, respectively) (5.4-5.8). 
The definition and the main properties of coalgebra cohomology [5] are reviewed 
in Section 2. The basic references on coalgebras used here are [5, 6, 81. The category 
of commutative coalgebras Coalg is Cartesian closed, i.e. the product functor 
C@ - : Coalg-t Coalg has a right-adjoint (-)‘. The underlying comodule functor 
UC : CoalgC-+VectC from the category of C-coalgebras (i.e. coalgebras over C) to 
the category of C-comodules has a right-adjoint RC, the cofree C-coalgebra 
functor. These two basic functors UC and RC are compatible with substitution, 
that is indexed in the terminology of [6], i.e. if @* : VectC+VectD and @* : Coalgc-+ 
CoalgD are the substitution functors (induction) along the coalgebra map @ : D-+ C, 
then RD@*=@*RC and @*UC= UD@* [6, III 1.1, V]. Substitution along the counit 
E : C-tk is denoted by dc. Similar notation is used for other categories indexed by 
Coalg. The indexed categories A under consideration have small horn’s at 1 [6], i.e. 
for every pair of objects (A, B) of A there exists a coalgebra of maps Horn@, B), 
such that 
Coalg(C, Horn@& B))=A”(d,A, d&I). 
The category Coalg is equivalent to the category of formal schemes over the field 
k and the more geometric aspects of coalgebras are reflected in the results of this 
paper. 
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2. The tangent bundle and cohomology 
2.1. The formal line coalgebra 
B = B(k) = Hom(k[ [xl], k) z 1% @[xl/(x”), k) * 
is isomorphic to the connected component of any given point in the affine line 
coalgebra R(k) = Hom(k[x], k). The nth term B, s (k[x]/(x”+ ‘)) * of the coradical 
filtration of B has a basis {x0, x1, . . . , x,} with E(x;)=& and &xi)= ~,.+s=i~r@~S. 
The infinitesimal coalgebra K : k-B1 is a vector space object in (k/Coalg)oP and 
can be used to define the tangent bundle 
tC=p : CB’-‘C 
in the sense of [8]. The value of the section functor Tc: (Coalgc)oP+Seto at 
@ : C-+D is the pointed set 
rC(@) = Coalgc(@, tC) G CoalgD(D, @*tC) = D/Coalg(D @ K, @). 
2.2. The tangent comodule of a coalgebra map w : C-+ E is the comodule of immer- 
sion of the diagonal 6 : C+COEC (a concept, which is the dual of the module of 
Ktihler differentials in commutative algebra), i.e. Q,,, = 6 *I, where 1= cok 6 [ 11, 
Section 5). The tangent comodule Q2,= QE of C and the tangent bundle tc are re- 
lated by a natural isomorphism [5, 2.101 
tCs Rc(Q,). 
The tangent space of C at the point x : k-C is the vector space of primitives at x 
P,(C) z Coalgc(x, tC) G Coalgc(x, R ‘(Q,)) G Vectc(Ucx, ii?,). 
Examples. (a) If C= RI/ or C= BV, the cofree or the pointed connected cofree 
coalgebra on V, then Q2,= C@ I/ and tC = RCQ : C@ R V+C is the projection. 
(b) For C= B,, Qc=B,_ 1 = ker(a, : BpB,) as a C-comodule, where aI = 0 for 
01 i< 1 and (Y,(x,) =x0. Then tC= R%&= equ(RC(cr,), R”(0)). 
(c) At the other extreme, if C= V” B, is the n-fold connected sum of copies of 
the infinitesimal coalgebra B,, then sZc& k” with the trivial C-comodule structure 
and tC = RC(k”) = n” RCk is the n-fold product in Coalgc. 
2.3. Let 0 : C-D be a coalgebra map and let (A, a) be a D-comodule with corre- 
sponding right co-action a’= CXY : A-+D 0 A+A 0 D. A coderivation f: A+D is a 
linear map such that S@ = (D 0 @)a + (@ 0 D)a’. If, in addition, @f = 0 then f is 
called a #-coderivation. Thus, a coderivation and an E-coderivation are the same. 
If Q;2, is the comodule of immersion of the diagonal map 6 : D-+D @ ‘D then 
Coder(A, @) E Ve&(A, sZ@). 
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The functor Coder(A, ) : D/Coalg-+Vect is left-exact and 
H*(A; ) = R *Coder(A, ) 
is its sequence of right-derived functors. The cohomofogy H*(A; @) of 0 with 
coefficients in A can be computed by ‘linearizing’ a cofree cosimplicial resolution 
p : (@)-+(a) of f$ in Coalgc; 
H*(A; @)=H*(Coder(Z,A,a))=H*(VectD(A, L@)), 
where L, =,LI*Q, is the tangent complex of @, If A is a finite dimensional comodule 
then H*(A; @)rH*(A ODL,) by [5, 3.121. 
2.4. Using [5, 2.10, 2.1 I] and the indexedness of R [6, V. 1.51 we discover the 
relationship between the tangent complex L, of @ : C-+D and the tangent bundle t” 
of the cofree cosimplicial resolution ,Y : (G)+(c) 
RDL~cRD~~~2,~~uRJ~,~~~tu. 
Thus, if v/ : E+D is a coalgebra map then 
H*(UDy/;@)zH*(VectD(UD~, LG))zH*(CoalgD(y/,~*t”)). 
In particular, the tangent cohomology of the coalgebra D at the point X: k+D 
H*(UDx, D)~H*(CoalgD(x,,u*tt))~H*((P,,J) 
is the cohomology of the complex of tangent spaces (vector 
x of the resolution ,D : D-tJ. 
spaces primitives) over 
2.5. Here are some important properties of the cohomology of a map @ : D+C. 
(a) H’(A; @) s Coder(A, @), H’(A; @) G Ex(A, 0). Here Ex(A, $I) is the vector 
space of isomorphism classes of extensions of D by A over C [5, 4.41. 
(b) If @ is injective then H’(A; @) = 0 and 
H’(A; @) G Ext&(A, D) G VectD(A, c~&, 
where a0 is the comodule of immersion [5, 3.91. 
(c) The coproduct theorem. If @ (@,) = (@) then 
H*(A; @)z nH*(i,*A; &,), 
where i, : (@,)+(c,b) are the coproduct injections [5, 3.71. 
(d) The Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence. A composite @ = ~a gives rise to an exact 
triangle 
H*(A; a) + H*(A; @) 
\ J 
H*(A; w) 
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which is natural in the @comodule A [5, 3.51. Exactness of the initial segment 
O+HO(A; cX)+HO(A; @)‘HO(& w) A H’(A; a)+H’(A; @J)+H’(A; w) 
can easily be proved directly using the isomorphism in (a) and properties of ex- 
tensions. Here is a first application. 
2.6. Theorem. Let $11 D-+C be a coalgebra map. Then 
H”(UD~,@)=O or H’(UDt,u,r$)=O 
for every D-coalgebra t,u : X+D if and only if the canonical map 
0: P’qYv 
is a monomorphism or an epimorphism, respectively. 
Proof. Consider the Jacobi-Zariski sequence of @ (i.e. of &g=&c$) in low dimen- 
sions with A = UD~, 
O+H”(UD~; @)-Coder(X, D)-+Coder(X, C)+H’(UDv; @), 
and use the natural isomorphisms Coder(X, D) = Coa@(y/, tD) and Coder(X, C) = 
Coalgc(&, tC) = CoalgD(y, f$*t’). q 
2.7. Suppose char k = 0. If C is a connected coalgebra with (unique) point x : k-+C 
then k and JC= C/k become C-comodules. The cohomology of C with trivial coeffi- 
cients H*(k; C)G H*(P,,J) carries the structure of a graded connected Lie algebra 
if we shift degrees by one. This Lie algebra structure can be computed by applying 
the usual normalization process to cosimplicial complexes or also via the cobar 
construction as follows. The tensor algebra T (JC) with the shuffle coalgebra 
structure defined by 
mo 0 Cl 0 *** 0 4 = sh;fler (- lYk70 0 *** 0 cap) 0 (c,(p+ 1) 0 ... 0 c,,) 
and E(C) = 0, with the differential of degree 1 defined by 
where d : JC+JC 0 JC is induced by the comultiplication of C, is a cocommutative 
differential graded Hopf algebra Sh(C). The graded differential Lie algebra of 
primitives PSh(C) is the free Lie algebra on JC. Then 
(a) H*(Sh C) z Extg(k, k) z Cotorg(k, k) is a connected graded Hopf algebra and 
(b) H*(P Sh C) s P H*(Sh C) = H*-‘(k; C) is a connected graded Lie algebra. 
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3. Obstructions to extensions of coalgebra maps and curves 
An extension of a coalgebra D by a D-comodule A is a monomorphism r : D-E 
of coalgebras with cok<=A [5, 4.1-4.41, i.e. GEcE@D+D@E and E=D/\D, 
so that A = cok r = or is the comodule of immersion. The obstructions to the ex- 
tension of a coalgebra map 0 : D-+C along [ are elements of the first cohomology 
group H’(A; C). 
3.1. Theorem. For any subcoalgebra K : DO +D and every extension r : D+E of D 
by a DO-comodule (A,a) there is a map 
obsr : D,/Coalg(K, @O)-+H1(A; C), 
natural in q&, : DO-C, such that ohs<(@) is the sole obstruction to the extension of 
@ : (K)-+(&,) to (&c) in D&oalg. Moreover, 
res, i(G) z H’(A; C) 
whenever ohs<(@) = 0. 
Proof. The map @i : H’(A; D)+H’(A; C) in the Jacobi-Zariski sequence of the 
map @ : D-tC is given by the pushout along 4. Now define obs((@)= #r(c), which 
is an extension class of C by A. It is obvious that obsr(@) = 0 if and only if @ = I,U~ 
for some cy : E-tC. Moreover, if obsr($)=O and @= I,v[= I+v’~ for two coalgebra 
morphisms t,u, I+V’ : E-+C then (w - v/‘)[ = 0 and there is a unique map x : A + C such 
that xv = y - &, where q : E-A is the cokernel of l. The comodule structure 
czc: A+C@A is given by 
Hence, 
since 6,E 5 D @ E+ E @ D. A similar calculation shows that if I,U extends @ and 
x : A-+C is a coderivation then I,v’= I,U +xq also extends @. 0 
The theorem says that H’(A; C) acts pricipally on DO/Coalg(&c, Go) and that the 
quotient of this action is canonically isomorphic to the subset 
ker(obs<) = im(res<) 
of D,/Coalg(K, Qo). 
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3.2. Every subcoalgebra K : Do CD gives rise to a coalgebra filtration De CD, G ... C 
D[GDj+, c ... of D, where 
D ,+l=DOAD,=ker(D+D/D,@DD/D,) 
are D,-comodules and the inclusion & : D,-+D,+, is an extension of D, by the Do- 
comodule QI+ 1. 
Corollary. Let K : D,+D be a subcoalgebra. If &, : D,+C has an extension 
I$, : 0,-C and if H’(Q,; C) = 0 for I > s then &, has an extension @ : U Dt+ C. If, 
in addition, Cor D c Do then & has an extension $ : D-t C. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that @, can be extended step by step to a map 
@/ : Dt+C for all lzs, hence to a map @ : U D,-+C. Moreover, if Cor D c Do then 
UD,=D. q 
3.3. Corollary. The following conditions on a coalgebra C are equivalent: 
(a) Hq(A; C) = 0 for q> 0 and all C-comodules A. 
(b) H’(A; C) = 0 for every C-comodule A. 
(c) C is a retract of a coproduct factor of a cofree coalgebra R(V). 
Proof. (b) trivially follows from (a). Choose an embedding of C into a cofree co- 
algebra R(V) (e.g. V= U(C)) and let D be the smallest direct summand (coproduct 
factor) of R(V) containing C. With Do = C, K : C-D the inclusion and &, = Id,-, 
Corollary 3.2 shows that (b) implies (c). That (a) follows from (c) is a consequence 
of the functoriality of cohomology and the coproduct Theorem 2.5(c). 0 
The relative versions of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 have similar proofs. 
Among the interesting consequences are refinements of the vanishing results of 
Corollary 3.3. 
3.4. Lemma. Let @q : 0,-C-D be the factorization of the inclusion IC : Do&D. If 
Cor D C_ D, and if Hq(A; @) = 0 for q = 0,l and all D,-comodules A then @ is a split 
epimorphism. If, in addition, r$ is injective then it is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The low-dimensional part of the Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence associated 
with the composite K = @Q reduces to 
O-*H’(A; @)-H’(A;&+H’(A; /c)-tH’(A; @)+H’(A; +H2(A; K), 
since the 0th cohomology of a monomorphism is zero. If Hq(A; @)=O for q=O, 1 
then the map 
H’(A; @)z Vec+(A, o,)+VectDo(A, 0,)s H’(A; K) 
is an isomorphism for every Do-comodule A (use 2.5(b)). Thus @J induces an iso- 
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morphism of the comodules of immersion a, 3 cc), and hence Q1 : C, +D, is bijec- 
tive. The composite el = incl~@i~’ : D,+C,GC is an extension el : (K~)+(@) of 
Q : (PC)+(@). Since H’(A; @) = 0, the relative version of Corollary 3.2 applies in 
Coalg and Q can be extended to a map (T : (D)+(Q). 0 
The (Do, 0) : (Q)+(K) in the lemma induces by naturality a map from the Jacobi- 
Zariski exact sequence of Q : Da+C to that of K : DO+D. An easy diagram chase 
shows that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Hq(A;@)=O for q=O, 1. 
(b) H4(A; e)-+Hq(A; K) induced by @ is bijective for q = 1 and injective for q = 2. 
(c) Hq(A; C)+Hq(A; D) induced by @ is bijective for q = 0 and injective for q = 1. 
If D, = Cor D then these conditions can be simplified considerably. In this case 
every De-comodule A is coflat (i.e. a direct summand of a cofree comodule 
Do @ V), since Cor D is a semi-simple coalgebra. Thus the conditions of Lemma 
3.4 are satisfied if and only if they hold for A =Cor D. This proves the following 
results: 
3.5. Theorem. Let @Q : Cor D-C-D be a factorization of the inclusion map 
K : Cor DGD. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Hq(A;C)=Ofor q=O, 1. 
(b) The map Hq(Cor D; &+Hq(Cor D; K) induced by @ is bijective for q = 1 and 
injective for q = 2. 
(c) The map Hq(Cor D; C)- Hq(Cor D; D) induced by @ is bijective for q = 0 and 
injective for q = 1. 
Moreover, if the conditions are satisfied, then @ is a split epimorphism. 0 
3.6. Corollary. The following conditions on a pointed irreducible coalgebra Q : k+ C 
are equivalent : 
(a) Hq(A; C) = 0 for q>O and every C-comodule A. 
(b) H’(k; C) = 0. 
(c) H*(k; Q) = 0. 
(d) C=B( V) for some vector space V. 
If C is a bialgebra then we may add: 
(e) Every infinitesimal curve f, : B1 +C can be extended to a formal curve 
@: B-+C. 
(f) Either char k= 0 or char k =p> 0 and the V-map Vc : C-C@ k’@ is sur- 
jective. 
Proof. (b) obviously follows from (a). Since Q : k+C is split by the counit E : C-k, 
the Jacobi-Zariski sequence of Q reduces to isomorphisms Hq(A; C) z Hq+ ‘(A; Q) 
for q?O and every vector space A. Thus, (b) and (c) are equivalent. If V=P(C)z 
oe is the vector space of primitives of C, then there is an embedding @ : C+ B( V) 
which gives a factorization @Q : k-t C-+B( V) of the inclusion K : k+B( V). Since @ 
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is the identity on primitives, it induces an isomorphism H’(k, Q) s H’(k; K). Hence, 
by Theorem 3.5, @ is an isomorphism if H2(k;@)=0, and (c) implies (d). Since 
B(V) is an irreducible component (in particular, a coproduct factor) of the cofree 
coalgebra R(V) we see that (a) follows from (d). For the equivalence of (d), (e) and 
(f) consult [7, 4.2.7, 4.2.101. 0 
3.7. The formal line coalgebra B(k) = Hom(k[[x]], k) described in 2.1. is isomorphic 
to the irreducible component of any one of the rational points in the affine line 
coalgebra R(k) = Hom(k[x], k). A formal curve of order 1 in C is a coalgebra map 
4 : Bt-tC or, by adjointness, a point I$: k-t@. Thus, curves of order 1 over a 
given point x : k-C are local sections of the bundle tf : Cn’+C. The case I= 1 
gives the familiar tangent bundle tC=Rc(S2c) [5, 2.101 and infinitesimal curves. 
The restriction map a, : tF+ tC ’ induced by the inclusion B, c B, is a linearization 
(differentiation). It associates to a curve at the point x : k-+C its ‘derivative’ at x. 
The lifting problem (integration) is harder and the following theorem tells us when 
sections can be lifted. Just replace D, by E, D by E @ B, and E by E 0 B,, , in 
Theorem 3.1, and use the section functor 
r,’ : (Coalgc)oP-+SetO, 
whose value at @ : E-+C is the pointed set 
r:(o) = CoalgC(@, tF> = CoalgE(E, @*tF) = E/Coalg(E 0 it, 0). 
Theorem. There is a natural exact sequence of pointed sets 
obs, cw - H’( UC& C) 
for every 12 0. Moreover, res,‘(cr) S H”( UC@; C) whenever ohs, (a) = 0. 0 
3.8. If x : k+C is a point of the coalgebra C then k becomes a C-comodule via x, 
so does JC= C/k and 
P,(C) - r/“, l(X) = rr%) 
obs, 
- H’(k; C) 
is the exact sequence of pointed sets from Theorem 3.7. By 2.7, the Lie algebra 
structure on Ext:(k, k) induced by the Yoneda product restricts to H*(k; C), at 
least for char k = 0 and in low dimensions whenever char k#2. Its relationship to 
obstructions is described next. 
Theorem. Suppose char k#2. Then there is a characteristic ohomology class [ in 
H’(k; Y)=Ex(k, Y) such that the Lie bracket 
[ , ] : H’(k; C) 0 H’(k; C)+H’(k; C) 
is given by [$I, I,V] = (@, I,U> *[, where Y= B, v B, is the coproduct of connected 
coalgebras and (0, I+V >: Y-+C is the coproduct map. Moreover, ohs,(@) = [Q, @I. 
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Proof. There is a natural isomorphism 6’ , : H’(k; C) G P,(C) z Extk(k; k), the first 
part is the isomorphism of 2.5(a) while the second associates to any map of con- 
nected coalgebras @ : B, +C the extension class 8, (Q) of the short exact sequence of 
C-comodules k w B, + k, where B, carries the induced C-comodule structure 
(Y = (@ @ B,)6 : B, +B, @ B, + C @ B, . In dimension one there is a natural mono- 
morphism 19~ : H’(k; C) G Ext(k; C)GExtg(k, k), where the isomorphism again is 
that of 2.5(a) and O2 maps the class of the coalgebra extension r : C&E * k to the 
class of the corresponding exact sequence of C-comodules kGC+ JE ++ k. The Lie 
bracket [ , ] : H’(k; C) 0 H’(k; C)-+H’(k; C) is now determined by the Yoneda 
product: Extk(k, k) 63 Extk(k, k)-+Ext$(k, k). Start with two elements @, I,U : B1 -+C 
of H’(k; C) =P(C) and compute [@, u/l = O,(@)t?,(W)+ &(w)e,(@) in Extg(k, k), 
which is represented by an exact sequence of C-comodules 
h 
O+k+Y-X,Ak+O. 
The C-comodule structures on Y = B, V B, = k @ ku @ ku, on Xi = kx @ ky 0 kw 
and the C-homomorphism h : Y+X, are defined by 
cry(l)= 10 1, cry(U)= 1 oU+@(zi)@ 1, or(u)= 1 @U-t~(Zt)O 1, 
ax(x) = 10 x, ox(r) = 10 Y, ax(w)=lOw+~(zl)OY+W(zl)Ox, 
h(l)=O, h(u)=x, h(u)=y, 
respectively. This applies in particular to the coproduct injections when C= Y. By 
the naturality in C of O2 
Ex(k, Y) = Ext;(k, k) 
(6 w), 
I I 
(0, vu)* 
Ex(k; C) = Ext;(k, k) 
the class [Q, I,V] is exactly the image under the map (& I+V> *e2 = &(@, I,U> * of the 
class [ belonging to the coalgebra extension PX + k, where the comultiplication 
of the connected coalgebra X= k @ X1 G B, 0 B, is given by the equations 
6(l)= 10 1, 6(x)=1 @x+x@ 1, S(y)=1 @y+y@ 1, 
6(W)=1oW+W@l+X@y+y@x. 
Thus, [@,t,~]=(@,w>*[inEx(k;C). Moreover, (@,@>=@(B,,B,): Y+B,+Cand 
[~,~l=(~,~>*r=~*(B,,B,),r=obsl~. 17 
These results suggest a link between the obstruction maps and Massey-Lie 
brackets. The Massey-Lie bracket of order n + 1 for @ : B, +C is then the subset 
of H’(k; C) defined by [& . . ..@I = {obs, ~II,v: B,+C, resl...res,_l W-G}. This 
subset is non-empty exactly if all the Massey-Lie brackets of order less than n + 1 
contain zero, i.e. if and only if @ : B,+C can be extended to a I,U : B,+C. 
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Examples. (1) If C=BI/ then ExtG(k, k)cEI’, the exterior algebra on the vector 
space I/. Moreover, H”(k; C) z PCZ I/ and H’(k; C) = 0 for i> 0. 
(2) If C= B, then Ext,$?,k) =k[<] is the polynomial algebra generated by the 
class < of the extension ~GB, + k. Notice that the extension kqB,+B, - k repre- 
senting r2 is equivalent to k6B,-+B,, + k, where the central map sends x0 to 0 and 
X; to Xi-l for n?i?O. NOW, H *- ‘(k; C) E Pk[<] so that H’(k; C) = PC= k, 
H’(k; C) = 0 for i> 1 and H’(k; C) G k is generated by the Lie bracket [r, Q = 2r2, 
which is also the class of the extension B,4B,+ 1. For a non-trivial element 
0 : B,*C of H’(k; C) all the Massey-Lie brackets of order less than n + 1 are equal 
to 0, those of order IZ + 1 are not empty and do not contain 0, those of order greater 
than n + 1 are empty. 
(3) In the case of the r-fold connected sum C=B,,V.**VB,r with niSni+t, e.g. 
the coalgebra of the thick point, let Ti be the class of the extension k6B, -k, 
where B, carries the C-comodule structure induced by the obvious inclusion 
B,GB,GC. Then Ext~(k,k)~.(r,,...,r,) and H*-l(k;C)rL(<l,...,~,) are the 
free graded algebra and the free graded Lie algebra generated by Ext&(k, k) = PC, 
respectively. In particular, the basis { [5i, <,] / 1 I i<j< r} of H’(k;C) z krcr+ 1)‘2 can 
be computed as in Theorem 3.8. Similar to (2) all Massey-Lie brackets of order less 
than IZ, + 1 contain zero, those of order n, + 1 are not empty but may not contain 
zero if n, <n,, those of order greater than n,.+ 1 are empty. 
4. Hopf algebra actions and smoothness 
4.1. A Hopf algebra His a group object in the category Coalg. An action of H on 
a coalgebra C is a coalgebra map (Y : H @ C+C such that the usual diagrams 
commute, or equivalently, such that the adjoint map ti : H+ Cc is a bialgebra map, 
where the multiplication in Cc ’ 1s given by composition. The orbit coalgebra 
Q = C/H of a is given by the coequalizer diagram 
a rl 
H@C:C- 
EQC 
Q 
Hence, Qz C/H+ C as a coalgebra, where H + = ker E is the augmentation ideal of 
H. We say that a is a free action (H-torsor) if the composite 
(H@cS)(a@C):H@C-+H@C@C+C@C 
is a monomorphism, i.e. the coequalizer diagram above is also a kernel pair. In this 
case, the orbit Hx of every point x: k-tC is isomorphic to H as a coalgebra. 
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4.2. Theorem. If a : HO C+C is a free action with quotient map V: C-Q then: 
(a) r,~: HO C+C@JQC is an isomorphism. 
(b) q is faithfully coflat. 
If rl is strictly surjective (i.e. if Cor Q&Q can be lifted to C) then we may add: 
(c) Cz H @ Q as a H-module and as a Q-comodule. 
Proof. (a) is equivalent to the definition of a free action and (b) follows from (a) 
by the natural isomorphism for Q-comodules A 
H&4~(H@C)@CA=(C@QC)@CA=C@QA. 
The rest can now be reduced to the case where Q is irreducible. Let Q= @Qv be 
the canonical decomposition of Q into its irreducible component. The pullback 
(Y, rlv 
HOC, - C, - 
EOCV 
Q" 
of the diagram defining Q along the coproduct injection I, : Q,+Q is not only a 
kernel pair but also a coequalizer, since all the maps involved are coflat. Thus, a, 
is a free action. If (c) holds in the colocal case, i.e. 8, : C, z HO C, for all v, then 
it holds in general, since then 
e= @0,x= @c,= @(H~Q,)=HH((Q~)zH~~Q. 
Moreover, q is strictly surjective if and only if each qv is. It remains to prove (c) 
for Q colocal and q strictly surjective. If these conditions are satisfied then let 
@ : Qe-tC be the lifting of the unique simple subcoalgebra K : Qo~Q to C, so that 
r@ = K. Since q is coflat, i.e. C is Q-coflat (Q-injective; in fact C is Q-cofree, since 
Q is colocal [6, VI 4.11) there is a Q-comodule map f : Q-C such that fK = Q. The 
composite 
O=a(H@f):H@Q-tH@C+C 
is a H-module and a Q-comodule map, and we claim that it is an isomorphism. By 
the Nakayama Lemma [6, VI 4.11 it suffices to show that K*(O) is bijective. For, 
if I* is an isomorphism then K*(ker@=O, hence kere-0 and, since H@Q 
is Q-cofree, 0 is a split monomorphism in VectQ. But then Ic*(cok 0)-O, hence 
cok 8=0 and 0 is an bijective. To see that K*(e) is bijective just notice that 
e*(w) : H@ Q,,z@*(H@ C)-@*(C@QC)~~*(C) 
is the same as 
x=rc*(a)K*(H@f) : H@ Qog/c*(H@ Q)*K*(H@ C)=.*(C), 
using the equation fK =@ and the fact that K*(H@ k) is an isomorphism. Thus 
K*(e>=K*(a)K*(H@f) is bijective. 0 
Remarks. A much more general version of this result with a much harder proof can 
be found in [3, 1.41. To get an example of an action a : H@ C+C where q : C-Q 
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is not strictly surjective, let H= B be the additive formal line Hopf algebra with 
multiplication defined by z,.z,= (‘:‘)z,+,, and let C= B,. If the action is given by 
a(~, @ xj) =x1 for u, r) = (n, 1) and 0 otherwise, then QE C/H+C= B,_ 1, since 
H + C = kx, , and clearly Pq = 0. 
4.3. If a : H@ C+C is an action of the Hopf algebra H on the coalgebra C then 
the orbit of the subcoalgebra K : DGC is the subcoalgebra HDcrC. The stabilizer 
of K is given by the Cartesian square 
Stab (K) 
V 
’ DD 
V 
i.e. Stab K is the largest sub-bialgebra U of H such that UDc D, and we have the 
canonical maps I,U : H @ Stab KD - HD and x : H 0 Stab Kk 3 H/Stab K. 
Lemma. If x : k+C is a rational point of C and if I, : C,-+C is the coproduct in- 
jection of its connected component, then 
y : H/Stab K E Hx. 
Moreover, if H is pointed, i.e. Hr HI X kG(H), then Stab I, = H, )# kG(x), where 
G(x) = G(H) r7 Stab x, and I,U : k(G(H)/G(x)) 0 C,n HC,. 
Proof. (a) For K =x the two maps I,V and x are identical. More directly, 
Stab(x) x-----+ H ZZZZZ C 
T& 
with a,(h) = hx, is clearly an equalizer. To see that 
P 
HO Stab(x) 
ax 
_;H-Hx 
H@E 
is a coequalizer diagram it suffices to show that every coalgebra map y : H+X 
satisfying y,~ = y(H @ E) factors through cr,. Let /I : Hx+X be the map defined by 
P(hx) = y(h). This is a well-defined coalgebra map, since hx= h’x means that 
(h-h’)x=O, so that h-h’=y is contained in Stab(x)+. If z=h’@ 1+ 1 @y in 
HO Stab(x) then p(z)= h’+y= h and (HO e)z= h’. Thus, y(h) =y(h’). In the 
pointed case, the assertions follow from the isomorphism HZ H, @ kG(H), since 
the connected component of the identity H1 is in Stab@,). q 
4.4. Let D, L D be a subcoalgebra nd let D,, , = D, A D, for t-2 0 as in Corollary 
3.2. A coalgebra map @ : D+C is called smooth at D,, if 
l$H’(A;&)=O 
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for every D,-comodule A. It is called smooth if it is smooth at D, i.e. if 
N’(A; @) = 0 for every D-comodule A. It is easy to see that @I is smooth if and 
only if for every extension r : (u/)+(x) in CoalgC of any (I,v) by any (y/)-comodule 
the map 
<* : Coak%, @PCWAv, @I 
is surjective. Smooth coalgebras are characterized in Corollaries 3.3 and 3.6. 
4.5. Lemma. Zf De=Cor D and dimkD, < 03 then 
lir$Y’(A;@,)&(A;@) 
for every I$ : D-+C and every finite dimensional Do-comodule A. In particular, @ 
is smooth at D, if and only if H1(DO; @) = 0. 
Proof. Let < : D&E be an extension of the C-coalgebra D by the D,-comodule A. 
If E,, = Cor E then dimk Es< 03 for all s2 0. If r is the least positive integer such 
that the composite VQ,: E,+E-+A is surjective (such an r exists, since E = UE,), 
then we get an extension &Q, : DflE,&Er by A. There is a positive integer u such 
that DiTE,.SD,, since Dfl E, is finite dimensional. The pushout of r, along this 
inclusion is an extension r,, : D,GF of the coalgebra D, by A. Moreover, the 
pushout of &, along the inclusion D,c*D is isomorphic to the original extension {. 
Thus, the canonical map 
l&r H’(A; $I,)-H’(A; @) 
is surjective. To prove that it is also injective, it suffices to show that if the image 
of the element [E H’(A; Q,) in H’(A; @) is 0 then it is 0 in H’(A; 0,) for some s? r. 
But this follows from the fact that dim, E< 03 for any extension r : D,.GE of D, by 
A. The last assertion then follows, since every D,-comodule is coflat. 0 
4.6. Remarks. (1) The assumption Do c Cor D is not necessary for the first part of 
the lemma, since by the coproduct theorem 2.5(c) H’(A; W)G H’(A; @) for every 
direct summand w of @ containing Go. The last part holds if Do is semi-simple. 
(2) A composite of smooth maps is smooth (Jacobi-Zariski sequence), and the 
pullback w*(G) of a smooth map @ along a coflat morphism v/ is smooth [5, 3.41. 
(3) If C is smooth then Qc is coflat (injective) C-comodule. This is because 
any C-monomorphism f: AGB induces an extension < : @C(A)~@C(B) and 
C/Coalg(djC(A), C)zVectC(A, Qc) [5, 2.81. 
(4) If x : k+D is a rational point of D and if @ : D-+C is a monomorphism with 
@’ : H’(k; D)-+H’(k; C) injective then 
O+Z’,(D)+Z=,,(C)+H’(k; @)-to 
is exact by Jacobi-Zariski, since H’(k; D) G H’(k; q3) E cc),. This happens in parti- 
cular if D is smooth at x. 
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4.1. Proposition. Let @ : D-+C be a coalgebra map. 
(a) @ is smooth if and only if the induced maps 4’ : H”( ; D)+H’( ; C) and 
@’ : H’( ; D)-+H’( ; C) are surjective and injective, respectively. 
(b) If Go is an epi and D is smooth then r$ is smooth and C is @-smooth. 
(c) If Q” is an epi and C is not @smooth then D is not smooth. 
Proof. (a) follows directly from the definition of smoothness and the Jacobi-Zariski 
exact sequence of 0. 
(b) If Q” is surjective then 
O+H’( ; @)+H’( ; D)+H’( ; C)+H2( ; @) 
is exact. If, in addition, H’( ; D) = 0 then H’( ; 0) = 0 and by the relative versions of 
Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 also H2( ; @)=O. Thus, H’(A; C) =0 for every @-comodule 
A. For the relative version of Corollary 3.3 use the fact that the map H*(B;p,)-+ 
H*(B; RV) is an isomorphism if p1 : C@ R( V)+C is the projection. 
(c) is similar to (b). 0 
By Theorem 2.6 we can see that the canonical map I!? : tD+@*tC is an epi- 
morphism if @ is smooth. To prove that the condition Hq(UD~; @)= 0 for all 
v/ : X+D is equivalent to H*(A; @) = 0 for every D-comodule A, use the split ex- 
tension < : D-+D @ A of D by A. We shall apply the following local version, Propo- 
sition 4.7, to Hopf algebra actions. Using the coproduct theorem 2.5(c) we may 
assume without loss of generality that @ : D+C is a map of pointed irreducible 
coalgebras. In view of Corollary 3.6 and its relative version the proof reduces essen- 
tially to that of Proposition 4.7. 
4.8. Corollary. Let @ : D-+C be a coalgebra map and let x : k-+D be a point. 
(a) 0 is smooth at x if and only if the induced maps 
@,” : p,(D) + &,x(C) and 41: H’(k; D)+H’(k; C) 
are surjective and injective, respectively. 
(b) If 0,” is surjective and D is smooth at x then r$ is smooth at x and C is smooth 
at 0,. Moreover, 
I$, : 0,~ BP,(D) --H BP,,(C) G C&. 
(c) If @,” is surjective and C is not smooth at $I~ then D is not smooth at x. 0 
4.9. Lemma. Let ,Q :KGH be an inclusion of Hopf algebras. Then K is smooth at 
I+V : X+K if and only if n : H-++ H/K is smooth at we. In particular, K is smooth 
at 1 if and only if n : H+ H/K is smooth at 1. 
Proof. The multiplication map p : K @ H+H is a free action of K on H. The 
composite map (p @ H)(K 0 S) : K @ H+K 0 H 0 H+H 0 H is injective, since 
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(p@H)(H@d):H@H-tH@H b is ijective and (,u @ H)(H@ w 0 H)(H@ 6) is 
its inverse, where o is the involution (antipode) of H. Thus, by Theorem 4.2, the 
projection q : H-+H/K is faithfully coflat. By [S, 3.81, H*(A;K)zH*(A; q) for 
every K-comodule A, since 
ff iu 
K-K@H-H 
is a pullback diagram. The assertions now follow from the definition of smoothness 
and the coproduct theorem 2.5(c). 0 
A Hopf algebra H is smooth at 1 exactly if char k=O or char k=p>O and the 
V-map V, : H+H 0 k”P is surjective, and then H,= UP(H) is the universal 
envelope of the Lie algebra ofprimitives (tangent space at 1) of H [7, 4.2.7, 4.2.101. 
If a : HO C-+C is a free action then HG Hx for every point x : k+C. Thus, if in 
addition H is smooth at 1 then K : Hz Hxc,C and the sequence 
O-P(H)+P,(C)-,H’(k; K)+O 
is exact. We shall see in the following theorem that freeness of the action is not really 
necessary. 
4.10. Theorem. Let a : H@ C+C be an action and let x : k-+C be a rational point 
of C. Then: 
(a) Stab(x) is smooth at 1 if and only if rl : H+Hx is smooth at 1. 
(b) If Stab(x) and H are smooth at 1, then Hx is smooth at x, the diagram 
I r I P 
BP(H) 
B(a’) 
- BP,(Hx) 
commutes and the sequence associated with IC : HXGC 
O+P,(Hx)+P,(C)-tH’(k; K)-+O 
is exact. 
Proof. (a) follows directly from Lemma 4.9 and from the isomorphism H/Stab(x) = 
Hx of Lemma 4.3. To prove (b) use (a), Corollary 4.8 for the map 0 = 17 : H-tHx 
and the Jacobi-Zariski sequence of K : Hxc*C. 0 
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4.11. The set of local sections of the bundle tf (of formal curves of order ,) of 
Theorem 3.7 
T?(x) = Coalgc(x, t,“) = k/Coalg(q, x), 
where K/ : k+B, is the inclusion, can be viewed as the set of formal I-deformations 
of the rational point x : k-+C. If a : H@ C+C is an action then the trivial l-defor- 
mations are those in the orbit Hx, i.e. the elements of rHx(x). The group r,‘(l) of 
I-deformations of the identity 1 : k+H acts on T?(x) via the composition Q *@ = 
a@ @ @)6 : B,-+B, 0 B,+H@ C-+C and the set of orbits DefF(x) is formed by the 
deformation classes of x. 
If Hand Stab(x) are smooth at 1 then Theorems 4.10 and 3.7 lead for each 1 to 
the following commutative diagram of pointed sets whose rows and columns are 
exact :
ox - r,?(x) - p(x) 
’ ’ w ’ ob Hl(k c) 
P,(C) - r;$(x) - CC(x) -
” ’ 
H’(~;K) H Defz,(x) 2 
’ obs, H I; c) 
Def,c(x) - 1 . 9 
To see this it suffices to notice two facts: (a) smoothness of H at 1 means that every 
I-deformation of 1 can be extended to an (1-t 1)-deformation; (b) C has an equi- 
variant cofree cosimplicial resolution, which may be used to show that obs& *@) = 
ohs/(@) for @erH(l) and @E&‘(X). Let S be the pullback of rHx(x) along res/. If 
@ E S, i.e. if @ EWE i(x) is such that res,(@) Ed?, then res/(y/) = res[($) for some 
I,vE~~~~(x). Thus, @- I,uEP,(C) and a(@- I,V) E H’(k; K) is independent of the 
choice of I+Y. The resulting map f: S+H’(k; K), defined by f(@) = a(@ - I+v), is sur- 
jective and fits into an exact sequence of pointed sets 
ry,(x)W++ H’(k; K). 
The top right hand square in the diagram is a pullback if and only if H’(k; K) = 0. 
4.12. Corollary. Let a : HO C+C be an action and let x : k+C be a rational point 
of C such that H and Stab(x) are smooth at 1. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) K : HxcrC is smooth at x (i.e. H’(k; K)=O). 
(b) P,(Hx) z P,(C). 
(c) H,x=C,, where C, is the connected component of x in C. 
(d) Every formal deformation of x is trivial. 
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Proof. (a) and (b) are clearly equivalent by Theorem 4.10. The equivalence of (b) 
and (c) follows from the commutative square 
H,x ’ C X 
while that of (b) and (d) follows by induction on I from the diagram in 4.11. 0 
5. Coalgebras of representations and of algebra structures 
5.0. This chapter contains applications to the deformation theory of representations 
and of algebra structures on a vector space K The Hopf algebra of ‘automorphisms’ 
AUT V acts smoothly on the classifying coalgebra C of the respective type of 
algebraic structure on V. We should think of C as classifying general coflat defor- 
mations in the sense that every D-family F is of the form F= I,Y *E for some classi- 
fying coalgebra map w : D+C, where E is the generic C-family of that structure. 
Formal deformations are viewed as formal curves in C. The obstructions to such 
deformations are contained in the low dimensional cohomology of C, which is in- 
timately related to the cohomology of the structure to be deformed. In the first in- 
stance C= Hom(A, End V) is the classifying coalgebra of all linear representations 
of the algebra A on the vector space V. Its classifying property is given by the 
natural bijection 
Coalg(D, Hom(A, End V)) = AlgD(dDA, AD End V). 
If C = Alg V is the classifying coalgebra of all (associative) algebra structures on V 
then Coalg(D,Alg V) is in natural bijective correspondence with the set of algebra 
structures on AD V in the symmetric monoidal category (Vect4 OD). More gener- 
ally, in the presence of a weakly indexed algebraic triple T on Vect let C= AlgT V 
be the classifying coalgebra of all T-algebra structures on V. There is a natural 
bijection between Coalg(D, AlgT V) and the set of TD-algebra structures on AD V in 
the tripeled category (Vect4 ?). In each instance, the power and significance of 
the classifying coalgebra lies in the fact that it collects in one ‘formal geometric’ 
object all the algebraic structures of that kind together with all their deformations, 
and that its cohomology provides a framework for obstruction theory. 
5.1. The Coalg-indexed categories VECT and ALG have small horn’s at 1 [6, VI.2, 
VII.31, with Hom( V, W) = R hom( V, W) and with the universal measuring coalgebra 
Hom(A, B) of Sweedler [9, p. 1391, respectively. The coalgebra Hom(A, B) is 
characterized by the natural isomorphisms 
Coalg(C,Hom(A, B))=AlgC(AcA, d.B)zAAlg(A, hom(C, B)), 
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where the multiplication in hom(C, B) is convolution. In particular, the categories 
Vect and Alg are enriched over Coalg. 
Lemma. There are natural isomorphisms 
Horn@, B)Bi = Horn@, B[x]/(x2)) and tHomCA,@= Hom(A, e), 
where E : B[x]/(x2)+B is given by e(b + b’x) = b. 
Proof. This follows from the string of isomorphisms 
Coalg(C, Hom(A, B)‘l) G Coalg(C @ B,, Horn@, B)) 
zAlg(A,hom(C@B,, B)) 
z Alg(A, hom(C, B[x]/(x2))) 
G Coalg(C, Horn@, B[x]/(x2))). 0 
5.2. If I/is a vector space and A is a k-algebra then Hom(A, End V) is the coalgebra 
of A-module structures (linear representations of A) on I/. In particular, 
and 
END(V) = Hom(k[x], End V) s R End I/ 
AUT(V) = Hom(k[x, x-‘I, End V), 
are the bialgebra of endomorphisms and the Hopf algebra of automorphisms of V, 
respectively. The Lie algebra of primitives of AUT(V) (i.e. the tangent space at 1) 
is P AUT( V) = End I/ and the connected component of the identity 
AUT( V), 2 END(V), =B(End V) 
as a coalgebra. In fact, it is the Hopf r-algebra on End I/. If k is algebraically closed 
then 
AUT( V) G AUT( V), X k(Aut V), 
where the action of Aut V on AUT( V), is by ‘conjugation’ [4]. 
5.3. If H is any Hopf algebra then its Lie algebra of primitives P(H) is invariant 
under the action by ‘conjugation’ 
conj = P(P 0 w)(H @ a)(6 @ H) : H 0 H+ H, 
resulting in the adjoint action 
adj : HO P(H)-+P(H). 
If H= AUT( V) then this adjoint action gives rise to a Hopf algebra action 
a : AUT( V) @ Hom(A, End V)+Hom(A, End V). 
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More explicitely, if T: C+AUT( V) and Q : C+Hom(A, End V) are coalgebra maps 
then the measuring corresponding to 
T*Q = a(TO @)a : C+C 0 C-+AUT( V) 0 Hom(A, End V)-Hom(A, End V) 
is given by the composite 
T*Q=adj(T@Q)(6@A): C@A+COC@A-+AUT(V)@End V-tEnd V, 
where Q : C 0 A +End I/ is the measuring associated with Q. The orbit coalgebra of 
this action, defined by the coequalizer 
cf 
AUT(V) 0 Hom(A, End V) ZZZZ Hom(A, End V) - RepPI, V 
c@Id 
is the ‘coalgebra of isomorphism classes’ of representations of A on I/. The results 
of Section 4 can now be used to study such representations. 
5.4. Theorem. If Q : k + Hom(A, End V) is a representation of A on V with orbit 
K : Aut(V)@ 4 Horn@, End V), then 
0 + P,(AUT(V)@) + P,(Hom(A, End V)) --f H’(k; K) --f 0 
is exact. Moreover, 
H’(k; K) E Exti(@; Q), H’(k; Horn@, End V)) cr Ext,$(e; Q) 
and there is an exact sequence of pointed sets 
Extfs(e,e) ++ W+l(e) z Def/(e) 
obs, 
- Ext:, (e, e) 
for each 120. 
Proof. Stab(e) L END,(Q)ER End,@), where EndA(e)={feEnd(V)lfe(a)= 
@(a)f for all a E A}. Thus, Stab(e), = END,(e)i = B End,(@) as a coalgebra and 
Stab(e) is smooth at 1. The exactness of the sequence now follows from Theorem 
4.10, since AUT( V) is smooth at 1 by 5.2. The isomorphism follows from an inter- 
pretation of that exact sequence. It is easy to see that 
P,(Hom(A, End V)) G k/Coalg(lci, Q) z Der,(A, End V), 
where K~ : k-B, is the rational point of the infinitesimal coalgebra B, . The natural 
isomorphism 19 : hom(A, End V) G horn@ @ V, V) restricts to an isomorphism 
8: Der,(A,End V)%Z’(@,@) 
onto the vector space of 1-cocycles x : A 0 I/--+ I/. If the map I,V : A-+End I/ is a 
e-derivation, i.e. ~(1) = 0 and w(aa’) = ty(a)@(a’) +@(a)ty(a’) then the map 
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x = e(w) : A @ V+ V is defined by ~(a 0 u) = w(a)(u) and satisfies the cocycle con- 
ditions x(1 0 u) = 0 and 
XWO u) = wW)(u) = [!&Ma’) + e(0+W)l(u) 
= w(m(~‘)~l+ e(4[w(Wl 
=J&z@a’u)+q(a’@u). 
The converse is equally easy. If I,Y EP,(AUT( V)Q) then v/= adj(@ 0 a) for 
some cr E PAUT( V) = End V. Thus, w(a) =@(~)a - a@(a) and x =19(w) defined by 
~(a 0 u) = w(a)(u) = [@(a@ - a&)](u), is a trivial cocycle. On the other hand, if x 
is a trivial cocycle then 8-‘(x) is obviously of the form adj(e @ a) for some 
a E End V. Thus, P,(AUT( V)Q) z B’(Q, ,Q) and hence H’(k; K) c Exti (Q, Q). If 
Hom(A, End V) N Hom(A @ V, V) 3 Hom(A@A@I/V) =*a. 
” 
is viewed as the initial segment of a cosimplicial resolution /J : Hom(A,End V)-+J 
with Jo = Hom(A @ V, V) and J, = Horn@ 0 A 0 V, V) then 
a=P,u-P,u: Vect(A@ V, I/)=PQJO-+P,J1=Vect(A @A@ V, V) 
coincides with the standard differential, i.e. Jf=f(A Of) -f(,~ @ V). This means 
that B’(P,J) =B2(@;e). The obvious inclusion Z’(P,J) c Z2(@; ,o) now gives a 
monomorphism H’(k; Horn@, End V))crExt$(e; Q), and the exact sequence is a 
consequence of the diagram in 4.11. and Corollary 4.12. 0 
Corollary. The following assertions about Q : k-,Hom(A,End V) are equivalent: 
(a) K : AUT(V)@GHom(A, End I”) is smooth at Q (i.e. H’(k; K)=O). 
(b) Ext; (e, e) = 0. 
(c) AUT( V),Q = Hom(A, End V), is the connected component of Q in the repre- 
sentation coalgebra. 
(d) Every formal deformation of Q is trivial. q 
5.5. If V is a vector space then the coalgebra Alg( V) of all algebra structures on V 
is defined by the limit of the diagram 
Hom(V@ V, V) 0 Hom(k, V) : Hom(V@ V@ V, V) 
111 
Hom(l/ V) 
in Coalg [6, VII.3.3.21, where Hom(V, IV) = R hom(V, IV). The horizontal maps 
impose associativity of multiplication while the vertical maps secure the existence 
of an identity. Coalgebra homomorphisms 4 : C-+Alg( V) are in bijective corre- 
spondence with pairs of maps 
m :d,V@cd,V+d,V and u: C+d,V 
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such that 
and 
m(uOCdcV)=d,V=m(dcI/OCu). 
The Hopf algebra AUT( V) = Hom(k[x, x- ‘1, End V) acts on hom(T, V, V) by 
e*f= 1 u(eo)f(el @..-@Q,), hence on Hom(T,V, V)=R hom(T,V, V). The 
maps in the diagram above are equivariant and the resulting action 
(Y : AUT( V) @ Alg( V)+Alg( I’) 
can now be described by the formula a(@ Of) = C o&)f (e, 0 Q*), where comulti- 
plication of Q is SQ = C e. @ el. 
5.6. Theorem. Zf K : AUT(V)@GAlg(V) is the orbit of the algebra 0 : k+Alg(V) 
then the sequence 
O-P,(AUT( I’)@)-P,(Alg V)+H’(k; K)+O 
is exact. Moreover, 
H’(k; K) = H2(@; @), H’(k; Alg V)GH~(@; Q), 
where H*(@; @) is the Hochschild cohomology of @, and there is an exact sequence 
of pointed sets 
H2(& @) - Defl+l(@) z Def, (@I 
obs, 
- ff3(&@) 
for each 120. 
Proof. Stab(@) = {@la(@ 0 @) = E(Q)C#J} = AUT(@) C Hom(@, Q), is the Hopf algebra 
of automorphisms of 0. But now we have Stab(@), = Hom(@, @)r z BP HomU, @), 
where PHom(@,@)=Der,(V, V)={,~,~End(V)~~,(ab)=a~,(b)+~,(a)b}. Hence, 
Stab(@) is smooth at 1. The exactness of the sequence now follows from Theorem 
4.10, since AUT(V) is smooth at 1 by 5.2. From the definition of Alg( V) we see that 
P@(AUT(V)@)={@,: V@ V+VI&(a@bc)+@,(a@b)c 
= @,(ab 0 4 + a&(b 0 41 
is the vector space of 2-cocycles Z2(@, C#J) and 
PG(AUT(V@)=~NerO I/)+(I/O@l))-el~lel~End VI 
is the vector space of 2-coboundaries B2(@,@). Thus, H’(k; K)=H~(@; @). By the 
definition of the coalgebra Alg V we may view 
as an initial segment of a cofree cosimplicial resolution fl : Alg(V)+J with Jo = 
Tangent cohomology 
Hom(V@ V, V) and Jr =Hom(V@ V@ V, V). Taking primitives 
(algebra) I$ : k+Alg V we see that 
a=P,u-PQu: Vect(V@ V, V)=P&+P$J1=Vect(I/@ 
141 
at the point 
VOVV) 
coincides with the differential of the Hochschild complex of the algebra @, i.e. 
af=44wf)-fhm ~~+fm34+~cfc3 v=(~--)f~ 
which implies that B’(P,J) =B3(@; @). Moreover Z’(P,J) L Z3(& @), so that there 
is a monomorphism H’(k; Alg V)GH~(@; @). Now use 4.11. 0 
Corollary. The following are equivalent for a k-algebra @ : k+Alg( V): 
(a) K : AUT(V)@GAlg(V) is smooth at @ (i.e. H’(k; K)=O). 
(b) H2(@; 0) = 0. 
(c) AUT(V),@=Alg( V),, the connected component of @ in Alg(V). 
(d) Every formal deformation of r#~ is trivial. 0 
5.7. The remaining subsections deal with similar applications to more general types 
of algebras. Suppose that TC= (Tc,pc,~c) is an algebraic tripe1 on Vectc, such 
that A,Tr TcAc. If T is weakly indexed, that is, if there are coherent natural 
maps TDa*+a*TC for a : D-+C, then the category Vect T of T-algebras is indexed 
over Coalg. The associated free-underlying adjoints are indexed at 1, i.e. A,Fz 
FcAc and UcAc=AcU [6]. 
The indexed category Vect T has small horns at 1. The functor 
HomT : (Vect T)op x Vect T+Coalg 
is defined by the equalizer diagram 
HomT(@, w) +-+ Hom(W Uw) 
Hom(@, uw) 
’ Hom(TW, Uw) 
\ /omCTWD, w) 
Hom(TU@, T&Y) 
and there are natural isomorphisms 
Coalg(C, HomT(@, w)) G Vect Tc(AC@, Acw). 
The indexedness at 1 of F and U implies that 
HomT(FV, I,Y) ZHom( V, Uw) = R hom( V, Uw). 
The coalgebra AlgT( V) of all T-algebra structures on V is defined by the limit of 
the diagram 
PC; 
Hom(TV, V) + Hom(T2 V, V) 
I I P 
v-: Y /I 
Horn;;; V) 
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in Coalg, where ,Y;= Hom(fiu., V), q:= Hom(l;lV, V), y = KE and p can be described 
by P(@)=@T@= C @iT@j if a@= C @iO@j 111. 
The Hopf algebra AUT( V) = Hom(k[x, x- ‘1, End V) acts on Hom(Tm V, V) by 
Q *v = Q- ‘I,uT”‘Q = C U(Qi)vT”Qj, where SQ = C Qi @ Qj. The coalgebra maps ,u;, 
j?, a; and y are equivariant and the resulting action 
(x : AUT ( V) @ AlgT( V) + AlgT( V) 
can then be described by the formula cr(e @ @) = C o(Qi)@TQj. 
5.8. Theorem. If K : AUT( V)@+AlgT(V) is the orbit of the T-algebra @ : k-t 
AlgT( V) then the sequence 
O+P+,(AUT( V)@)-tPG(AlgT( V))*H’(k; K)+O 
is exact. Moreover, 
H’(k; K)~H&; @), H’(k; C&H&; Q), 
where Hc(@; $I) is the cotripei cohomology of @, and there is an exact sequence of 
pointed sets 
HA@;@) F--+ Def,+l(@) reSl De6 G$) 
obs, 
- H&R @I 
for each 12 0. 
Proof. Stab(@) = {Q E AUT( V)(a(e @ 4) = C(Q)@} = AUTT($) c HomT(@, @) and 
Stab(@)t = HomT(@, @), = BP HomT(@, @I), where the vector space of primitives 
PHomT(@,@)= {et bend V~Q~@=@TQ,} is the tangent space of AUTT(@) at the 
identity. Thus, Stab(@) is smooth at 1. The exactness of the sequence follows from 
Theorem 4.10 since, by 5.2, AUT( V) is smooth at 1. From the definition of 
AlgT( V) and cotripel cohomology [l] we see that 
is the vector space of 1-cocycles Z,(@; 0) and 
PG(AUT(V)@)={-eI@+@TelIel~End V] 
is the space of 1-coboundaries B’(@;@). Hence, H’(k;K)gHh(@;@). Arguments 
similar to those in the proof of 5.7. give a monomorphism H’(k; C)GH~(@; @), 
which together with the diagram in 4. Il. establishes the exact sequence. q 
Corollary. The following are equivalent for a T-algebra @ : k+AlgT( V): 
(a) K : AUT(V)@-+AlgT(V) is smooth at @ (i.e. H’(k; K)=O). 
(b) H&G; @) = 0. 
(c) AUT(V)r@ =AlgT(V),, the connected component of @ in AlgT(V). 
(d) Every formal deformation of @ is trivial. 0 
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